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Abstract

The treatment plan for radiation therapy with protons is based on images from a com-
puted tomography (CT) scanner. This is problematic since the photons in the x-ray
beam from the CT scanner and the protons are affected differently by the tissue in the
patient, which introduce an uncertainty in the track length of the protons. The hypoth-
esis of this study is that a new generation of CT scanners (DECT), with the capacity to
simultaneously scan the patient with two photon spectra of different mean energy, will
improve the tissue characterisation and which in turn reduce the uncertainty in the track
length of the protons.

In this study, the accuracy and precision of a DECT-based method from the literature is
compared to the conventional calibration method used today at the University clinics in
Sweden to relate the attenuation of the photon beam to the slowing down of the protons.
The methods are tested on CT images of a phantom, a plastic body containing tissue
equivalent plastic inserts of known elemental composition. The results turned out to
be inconclusive as there were large uncertainties in the measurements. The method has
potential, as has been shown in the literature, but there are many questions that need
to be answered before the method is ready to be implemented at the clinic.
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Populärvetenskaplig sammanfattning

En proton som färdas genom människokroppen deponerar endast en liten del av sin
energi längs vägen innan den plötsligt deponerar allt i slutet på dess bana. Hur lång
dess bana är beror på protonens ursprungliga energi och den atomära sammansättningen
hos vävnaden den passerar igenom. Om sammansättningen är känd går det genom att
justera den initiala energin bestämma banlängden. Denna egenskap gör protonen väldigt
attraktiv för strålterpi, då det innbär möjligheten att behandla med hög precision samt
bespara frisk vävnad onödig dos.

Strålterapi med protoner planeras idag med bilder från en skiktröntgen (CT) som under-
lag. Ett problem med det är att röntgenstrålarna från CT-skannern påverkas annorlunda
än protonerna av vävnaden, vilket introducerar en osäkerhet i protonernas banlängd. Hy-
potesen i denna studie är att en ny generation av CT-scanner (DECT), med möjlighet
att simultant skanna patienten med två fotonspektran av olika medelenergi, på ett bät-
tre sätt ska kunna bestämma den atomära sammansättningen för vävnaden och därmed
reducera osäkerheten i protonernas banlängd.

Noggrannhet och precision för en DECT-baserad metod från litteraturen jämförs med
den SECT-baserade kalibreringsmetoden, som idag används på Universitetssjukhusen i
Sverige för att relatera fotonstrålens dämpning i vävnaden till protonernas inbromsning.
Metoderna testas på CT bilder av ett fantom, en plastkropp innehållandes olika cylindrar
av vävnadsekvivalent plast med känd atomär sammansättning.

Resultatet av den här studien är inte starkt nog för att bevisa hypotesen för studien.
Det insamlade bildmaterialet innehåller höga brusnivåer jämfört med de som rapporteras
i literaturen. Brusnivåer är så höga att det mesta av resultatet inte kan anses som
statistiskt signifikant.

Det är dessutom svårt att göra en direkt jämförelse av prestanda med befintlig teori för
vävnadskaraktärisering, då bildmaterialet från de CT skanners som jämfördes är av olika
typer. De resultat som publicerats i litteraturen visar att den DECT-baserade metoden
har potential, men den här studien gör tydligt att det fortfarande finns frågor som måste
besvaras innan metoden är redo att implementeras kliniskt.
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1. Introduction

A proton traversing the human body only deposits a small part of its energy before
suddenly giving it all up at the end of its track. As it happens, this is a most useful
trait. Radiation therapy with protons has the potential to improve the quality of life for
patients, and for children in particular, as the dose to healthy tissue can be reduced while
still maintaining full coverage of the target volume [1, 2]. How deep the proton penetrates
before meeting its end depends on its initial energy and the composition of the tissue it
passes through. If one knows the latter, the former can be adjusted to deliver a dose with
high accuracy to a target within the patient while sparing surrounding healthy tissue.
This is in stark contrast to conventional radiotherapy where the photon beam reaches
peak energy deposition just below the skin surface and, as the photon beam does not
stop but is merely attenuated, continues to contribute to the dose as it passes through
the patient.

Proton therapy is available to all child cancer patients in Sweden through the national
centre for proton therapy; the Skandion clinic in Uppsala [3–5]. The clinic is a cooperation
between the country’s academic oncology departments and it is these university clinics
that are responsible for prescriptions, planning and other preparations before the patients
are sent to Skandion for the actual treatment. The first step in planning the treatment
is to examine the patient in a computed tomography (CT) scanner. Each voxel in the
acquired images is assigned a CT number, expressed in Hounsfield units (HU), which is
related to the photon attenuation in that voxel. A treatment planning system (TPS) is
used to define the treatment volume, and to predict the protons range in the patient and
the delivered dose. In order to predict the range, the TPS must convert HUs into proton
stopping power ratios (SPR), which is a measure on how much the protons are slowed
down by the tissue in that voxel.

However, HUs and SPRs do not share a one-to-one relationship. All CT scanners are reg-
ularly calibrated, but this calibration only correlates the correct HUs with air and water.
More importantly, HUs are energy dependent as they are a function of attenuation coef-
ficients (which are inherently energy dependent). This introduces an uncertainty in the
tissue composition, and therefore also in the estimated proton range. This uncertainty
could potentially lead to incomplete coverage of the treatment volume, or overshooting
into sensitive risk organs such as the brainstem or optic chiasma. To ensure full coverage
of the treatment volume, a larger geometrical margin is added to the treatment plan-
ning volume (TPV), making it as large as, or sometimes even larger, than the TPV for
conventional radiotherapy, thereby reducing the advantage of proton therapy.

Dual energy CT (DECT), a technology that utilises two different energy spectra during
imaging, enables more accurate tissue characterisation than conventional single energy
CT (SECT), by modelling Compton scattering and the photoelectric effect. By weighting
the information from the low and high energy spectra it is possible to reconstruct images
with different contrast and noise levels, reduce beam hardening artefacts and determine
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material composition [6, 7]. Even though the foundations for DECT was laid out by
Alvarez et al. [8] in the mid 1970s, it has not been viable for clinical use up until
the late 2000s due to technical limitations in x-ray tubes, detectors and computers.
Today it is commonly used for specialised examinations which require accurate tissue
characterisation, and subtraction of contrast agents or tissue. In some instances it has
superseded conventional CT for routine examinations [9].

The improved tissue characterisation with DECT should, if successfully implemented at
the clinic, be able to improve the treatment plan by reducing the geometrical margin of
the PTV, which in turn would reduce the dose to healthy tissue [10].

1.1. Aim

The aim of this thesis is to find support for the hypothesis that DECT based methods for
tissue characterisation offer an improvement over the SECT method currently used by
the University clinics in Sweden. Should this be the case it would open up the door for
DECT based proton therapy treatment planning, which in turn could reduce geometrical
PTV margins, lower the dose to healthy tissue and lead to improved quality of life for
patients.

1.2. Goal

The main goal of this thesis is to determine the accuracy and precision that can be
achieved for a DECT based tissue characterisation method on the two DECT scanners
available at the University Hospital of Umeå (NUS) and compare it to the conventional
SECT based Stoichiometric calibration method. Spatial variations in the derived image
quantities are also investigated to achieve the project goal.
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2. Theory

This chapter introduces the theory necessary to follow the rest of the thesis: a brief in-
troduction to DECT; a closer look at the Stoichiometric calibration method; an overview
of the different approaches to DECT based tissue characterisation found in the litera-
ture; and finally a more specific description of the tissue characterisation method used
for the evaluation in this thesis. Some prior knowledge of basic radiation interaction and
CT scanners is assumed. Any reader who wants to refresh their knowledge about these
subjects are referred to the Diagnostic Radiology Physics handbook published by IAEA
[11].

In order to keep this thesis short and on point, material not necessary to the discussion
or conclusion has been put in the appendix and pertinent works have been referenced.

2.1. Dual energy CT

The images generated by a CT scanner are based on the attenuation of photons through-
out the scanned material. The CT number assigned to each voxel in the image is defined
as:

CTx = 1000
〈µx(E)〉 − 〈µw(E)〉

〈µw(E)〉
, (1)

where 〈µx〉 and 〈µw〉 are the linear attenuation coefficients of material x and water,
averaged over a given energy spectra with mean energy E.

The linear attenuation of a material depends on its effective atomic number (EAN) and
mass density. In general, a high EAN and mass density generates a high attenuation
coefficient and thereby a high CT number. It is, however, possible for two different
materials to share the same CT number if one of them has a higher EAN but the other
has a higher mass density [9]. This complicates tissue characterisation and introduces an
uncertainty in the calculation of proton stopping power from the CT number.

In their article from 1976, Alvarez and Macovski [8] showed that it was possible to
characterise a material by scanning it at two different energy levels. They proposed,
after fitting equations with experimental data, the following linear equation to model the
attenuation coefficient:

µ(E) = a1
1

E3
+ a2fkn(E), (2)

where fkn is the Klein-Nishina formula and a1 and a2 are constants. The constants can
be found by scanning at two different energies and solving the resulting system of linear
equations.

Alvarez and Macovski noticed that the two terms of Equation (2) has physical meaning:
1/E3 gives an approximation of the energy dependence of the photoelectric effect; and
fkn gives the energy dependence of the total cross-section for Compton scattering. This
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means that every material can be uniquely characterised by the set of constants [a1, a2],
which relate how much the photoelectric effect and Compton scattering each contribute
to the attenuation coefficient of the material.

There are multiple ways to implement DECT. The Revolution CT from GE Healthcare
uses one x-ray tube which rapidly switches back and forth between the high and low ener-
gies. The collected projection data is used to produce water(iodine)- and iodine(water)-
density images (and entirely bypasses reconstruction of the standard low and high energy
image series) 1. Advantages of this approach include a near simultaneous alignment of
the low and high energy acquisitions and the integrated material decomposition which
can be used to produce virtual monoenergetic images 2, density images for other mate-
rial pairs and EAN-images 3. One potential drawback with this system is that the low
and high energy images, which are required by the image based tissue characterisation
methods described in the literature, are not available to the user. The data is there,
but it cannot be accessed by the user for reconstruction (at least not with the current
interface).

The SOMATOM Definition Flash from Siemens uses two x-ray tubes and detectors offset
from each other at an angle of about 90 degrees. Advantages to this approach include the
possibility to adjust the output of the two x-ray tubes independently of each other and
additional filtration of the high energy beam for better spectral separation. One limita-
tion of this approach is that, since the high and low energy projections are not acquired
at the same time and the same position in the scan direction, it is only compatible with
image based reconstruction and tissue characterisation methods.

Other methods to implement DECT exist, but will not be discussed here. For further
reading I refer to the soon to be published report from AAPM on the principles and
applications of multienergy CT [9].

2.2. Stoichiometric calibration

Since its introduction in 1996 the Stoichiometric method proposed by Schneider et al.
[12] has become the industry standard to relate CT numbers from SECT images to
SPRs, and it is generally considered reasonably accurate [10]. It produces a one-to-one
correlation between CT number and SPR in the form of a Look-Up-Table (LUT) which
can then be used as input to the TPS. The method consists of the following four steps:

1. Scan a phantom, including a set of reference materials with known mass density
and elemental weight fractions, in a CT scanner.

1CT images representing a specific material density. If, for example, the scanned tissue has been
decomposed into the two basis materials water and iodine, then the Water(Iodine)- image represents the
density of water in each voxel (in other words, the density of the iodine has been removed from the total
density).

2Fabricated images resembling CT images from a monoenergetic photon beam.
3CT images representing the atomic number.
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2. Make a multi-parameter fit between the CT number and material composition.

3. Use the fit to calculate theoretical CT numbers and SPRs for a large number of
reference tissues.

4. Create the LUT by drawing a piecewise linear fit trough a scatter-plot of SPRs
against CT numbers.

These steps can be implemented in different ways, which I will briefly mention, but I will
mostly describe the approach currently used by the University clinics in Sweden [13].

2.3. Step 1: Image acquisition

The stoichiometric calibration method requires scanning a phantom containing a set of
reference materials with known mass density and elemental weights, such as the CIRS
062M [14] or Gammex [15] electron density phantom.

According to a report from the department of medical physics at the Karolinska Univer-
sity Hospital, table pitch and field-of-view have little to no influence on the measured CT
number and can be disregarded [13]. The same report also states that additional bulk
material should be placed on both sides of the the phantom body in the scan direction to
make it better represent the conditions present when scanning a human body. Without
the proper amount of bulk material along the scan direction, scatter effects and spiral
reconstruction interpolation errors will result in variations in the CT number.

A report by Ainsley and Yeager [16] concludes that, even though the inserts are tradi-
tionally scanned one-by-one at the center position during the calibration process, modern
beam hardening techniques makes it viable to scan all the inserts in one scan.

2.4. Step 2: Multi-parameter fit

At diagnostic energies, three types of radiation interaction govern the attenuation of a
photon beam: Compton scattering; coherent (Rayleigh) scattering; and the photoelectric
effect. They are all represented in the parametrization by Rutherford et al. [17] which
provides a good approximation of the linear attenuation coefficient for a medium x:

〈µx〉 = ρNA

m∑
i=1

(
wi
Ai

(
ZiK

kn + Z2.86
i Kcoh + Z4.62

i Kph
))

. (3)

In this equation, ρ is the mass density of the medium, NA is Avogrado’s number, Zi is the
atomic number, Ai the atomic mass and wi the elemental weight of the element i. The
parameterKkn is associated with Compton scattering, Kcoh with coherent scattering and
Kph with the photoelectric effect, and even though the three parameters are supposed
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to be based on physical principles, they are consider purely as fitting parameters in the
stoichiometric calibration method.

In the original paper by Schneider et al. [12] a three-parameter model of Equation (3)
is used to fit the CT numbers obtained with a specific scanner to material composition.
A second approach from 2000 by Schneider4 et al. [18] proposes a two-parameter model.
A third approach, the one currently used by the University clinics in Sweden, is the
one-parameter model proposed by Martinez et al. in 2012 [13, 19]:

CTx = (CTw − CTair)

[
RED

(
α

(
1−

Zneff,x
Zneff,w

)
+
Zneff,x
Zneff,w

)
− 1

]
+ CTw, (4)

where Zeff,w is the effective atomic number of water, α and n are fitting parameters,
and CTx, CTw and CTair are the CT numbers of the medium x, water and air. In the
model the EAN of material x is defined by:

Zeff,x =

[∑
wi

Zi
Ai
Zni∑

wi
Zi
Ai

]1/n
,

(5)

where Zi is the atomic number of the element i, Ai is the atomic mass of element i, and
wi is the elemental weight fraction. The relative electron density (RED) is defined by:

REDx =
ρe,x
ρe,w

, (6)

where ρe,w is the electron density of water, and ρe,x is the electron density of material x:

ρe,x = ρxNA

∑
i

wi
Zi
Ai
, (7)

where NA is the Avogrado constant, and ρx is the mass density of material x.

The model sets CTair = 0, CTw = 1000 and n = 3.21. The value of n was derived using
the NIST x-ray attenuation database [20] for the most common elements present in human
tissues (C, O, H, N, Ca, P, Cl, S, Mg, Ba andNa). Since the elemental composition and
density of the reference materials scanned in step 1 are known, Zeff,x and RED can be
calculated with Equations 5, 7 and 6. Then, by using the phantom measurements from
step 1, the parameter α can be determined as the slope of the linear regression obtained
by rearranging Equation (4) and plotting:

(
1−

Zneff,x
Zneff,w

)
V S.

([
(CTx − CTw)
(CTw − CTair)

+ 1

]
RED−1 −

Zneff,x
Zneff,w

)
. (8)

4Note that this is not the same Schneider as in reference [12].
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2.5. Step 3: Calculating CT numbers and stopping powers

When the α has been determined, the next step is to calculate theoretical CT numbers
with Equation (4) for a large set of reference materials. It is important that the set of
materials represent the whole range of electron densities present in the human body. It
should also contain materials that share similar RED but different EAN and have similar
elemental composition to human tissues. Examples of such sets from the literature include
the ICRP Report 23 [21], ICRU Report 44 and 46 [22, 23], and the works of Woodard
and White [24] and White et al. [25].

Then the SPRs for the set of reference materials must be calculated. The Bethe formula,
which describes proton stopping power5, normally includes many correction terms. At
the energies relevant to proton therapy, however, these corrections are very small [26]
and thus Schneider et al. [12] assumed that the corrections cancel out and that the SPR
for a material x can be determined by taking the following ratio:

SPRx = REDx

log ( 2mec2β2

(1−β2)Ix
)− β2

log ( 2mec2β2

(1−β2)Iw
)− β2

, (9)

where β is the particles velocity expressed in terms of the speed of light c, me is the
electron rest mass, Ix is the mean excitation energy (I-value) for the material x, and Iw
is the I-value for water. To calculate Ix we use Bragg’s additivity rule:

ln Ix =

(∑
i

wiZi
Ai

ln Ii

)(∑
i

wiZi
Ai

)−1

, (10)

where Ii is the I-value of the element i. The rule assumes perfect additivity, but in
most cases chemical bonds in the material cause the I-value of the material to be slightly
higher than predicted. This error can be reduced by the "1.13 rule", which states that Ii
in Equation (10) should be multiplied with 1.13 (except for the elements: H; C; N ; O;
F ; and Cl), however, a report from the department of medical physics at the Karolinska
University Hospital [13] concluded that it is in no way essential to do so as any errors
were within ±1% . Tabulated elemental I-values can be found in ICRU report 37 [27].

2.6. Step 4: Generating the Look-Up-Table

When the CT numbers and SPRs for the set of theoretical materials have been calculated
they are plotted against each other in a scatter-plot. Then the LUT is generated either
by making one global piecewise linear fit or by making multiple independent local fits for
different tissue groups. Where to place the nodes of the global piecewise fit, which is the
method used by the University clinics in Sweden, can be formulated as a least squares
problem where the goal is to minimise the root mean square error (RMSE):

5Actually, it describes not only protons but charged particles in general.
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RMSE =

√√√√ 1

m

m∑
x=1

(SPRx,LUT − SPRx)2, (11)

where SPRx,LUT is the SPR mapped by the LUT for material x, and SPRx is the SPR
calculated with Equation (9).

2.7. An overview of DECT based tissue characterisation

Multiple image based methods for tissue characterisation with DECT are suggested in
the literature. A 2017 study by Bär et al. [10] compares and evaluates nine different
methods [28–36]. The methods share common ground in that they rely on Equation
(9) to calculate the SPR but differ in how they approach determining the I-value. The
first approach is to extract EAN and RED from the acquired images and calculate the I-
value using Equation (14). The second approach is to extract mass density and elemental
weigh fractions and use Equation (10) to calculate the I-value (knowledge of the elemental
weight fractions also makes these methods compatible with Monte Carlo simulations).

The methods can also be divided into two groups where one demands complete knowl-
edge of the scanner’s energy spectra while the other requires calibration with a phantom
of known elemental composition. Lalonde and Bouchard [36] suggest that the meth-
ods which extract mass density and elemental weight can be further divided into three
categories: tissue segmentation; parametrization; and tissue decomposition.

In tissue segmentation methods every voxel in the DECT image gets assigned the most
probable tissue type from a pre-defined set of tissues with known elemental composition.
In parametrization methods the elemental weights are parametrized for the elements
most commonly present in human tissues as a function of a quantity (CT number, EAN
or RED). The parametrizations are based on linear fits of theoretical tissues with known
composition. In tissue decomposition methods the assumption is made that human
tissues are compositions of a small set of basis materials (like water, lipid, proteins
etc.) with known elemental composition. The mass weight fraction of each component
can be determined from a set of measurements at different energy levels and then the
components can be summed up to determine the elemental composition of the tissue.
The number of components is limited by the the energy levels, meaning that only only
two components are allowed for DECT, and the remaining basis materials are grouped
together in a residual component.

A summary of the nine methods studied by Bär et al. [10], which parameters they extract,
whether they require calibration or that the scanner spectra is known, is presented in
Table 1.
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Table 1. A list of the nine DECT based tissue characterisation methods evaluated by
Bär et al.[10], what parameters the method extracts (EAN and RED, or elemental
weights wi and mass density ρ), and whether the method requires that the energy
spectra of the scanner is known or calibration with a phantom. The methods extracting
elemental weights and mass density have also been classified according to the suggestion
by Lalonde and Bouchard where applicable [36].

Method: Extracts: Demands: Category

Bazalova et al. EAN , RED Spectra
Landry et al. #1 EAN , RED Calibration
Landry et al. #2 wi, ρ Calibration Segmentation
Hünemohr et al. #1 EAN , RED Calibration
Hünemohr et al. #2 wi, ρ Calibration Parametrization
Bourque et al. EAN , RED Calibration
Van Abbema et al. EAN , RED Spectra
Han et al. EAN , RED Calibration
Lalonde och Bouchard wi, ρ Calibration Decomposition

Bär et al. [10] evaluates these methods in three different ways: by calculating CT
numbers, EAN and RED for a set of 34 reference tissues; by scanning a phantom with
tissue equivalent inserts of known composition and calculating EAN and RED from the
measured CT numbers; and by simulating a more patient-like geometry in the software
ImaSim [37]. They conclude that while all the methods perform equally in the ideal
theoretical situation, the methods requiring calibration with a phantom outperform those
requiring a known scanner spectra when it comes to the phantom measurements. In the
simulated environment the methods extracting EAN and RED, and those extracting
elemental weight fractions and mass density perform equally well. However, the authors
point out that since the latter category is compatible with Monte Carlo simulation, which
is expected to increase the accuracy of the treatment planning, a direct comparison should
not be made between them.

2.8. The Hünemohr method for extracting EAN and RED

In the method presented by Hünemohr et al. #1 [31], which is the DECT based method
for tissue characterisation used in the evaluation in this thesis, the RED is determined
with:

REDx = ce

(
CTx,l
1000

+ 1

)
+ (1− ce)

(
CTx,h
1000

+ 1

)
, (12)
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and EAN with:

Zeff,x =

(
RED−1

(
de

(
CTx,l
1000

+ 1

)
+
(
Zneff,w − de

)(CTx,h
1000

+ 1

)))1/n

, (13)

where CTx,l and CTx,h are the CT numbers of the material x measured at the low energy
and high energy, respectively. The method uses the same definition of the EAN as the
stoichiometric calibration method, and thus the exponent n used here is the same as
in Equation (5) and set to n = 3.21. The constants ce and de are scanner specific and
are easily determined with a single scan of a calibration phantom with known RED and
EAN.

The following parametrization from Yang et al. [38] is used to calculate the I-value:

log (Ix) = a · Zeff,x + b. (14)

The constants a and b are determined by fitting Equation (14) to EANs and I-values
calculated for a set of theoretical materials. The data sets of theoretical materials sug-
gested for step three of the stoichiometric calibration method in Section 2.5 are all suitable
choices for this as well. Finally the SPR is calculated with Equation (9).
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3. Materials and Methods

3.1. Image acquisition

Image acquisitions studies were conducted on three different CT scanners: the Philips Big
Bore; the GE Revolution CT; and the Siemens SOMATOM Definition Flash. The Philips
Big Bore is the SECT scanner which is currently used by the oncology department for
proton treatment planning at NUS. To make the text easier to read, these three scanners
will from here on be referred to as the Philips scanner, the GE scanner and the Siemens
scanner.

The images were acquired with the CIRS 062M electron density phantom [14], shown in
Figure 1. The main Body of the phantom is made out of a water equivalent material
called "Plastic Water-LR". The Body is split into an inner circular part and an outer
elliptical ring referred to as the Head and Body phantom, respectively. In order to better
reproduce the conditions present when scanning a human Body I placed two 5 cm thick
water equivalent slabs on each side of the phantom to extend it in the scanning direction,
and made sure to include them both in the scan length.

Figure 1. The CIRS062M phantom used for the image acquisitions. The inserts are set
up according to the recommendations from the manufacturer (see Appendix A), but one
of the Adiopose inserts have been moved to the center position and a water vial has taken
its original place.

There are 17 holes in the phantom meant to hold tissue equivalent material inserts; one
in the center of the phantom and the other 16 divided equally over two concentric circles,
one in the Head phantom and one in the Body phantom. For the image acquisitions
I used ten different tissue equivalent inserts and a Plastic Water-LR insert, listed in
Table 3 of Appendix A, as well as a water vial insert filled with regular tap water. The
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Cortical Bone insert differs from the others in that it is only a smaller core that contains
the tissue equivalent material while the rest of the insert is made of Plastic Water-LR.
Some additional information about the phantom, including its dimension, can be found
in appendix A.

On the GE and Siemens scanners I acquired images at 80, 120 and 140 kV of the following
57 different phantom configurations:

• An image of the setup recommended by the manufacturer, a schematic view of
which can be found in Appendix A.

• A sequence of 10 images where each of the 10 tissue equivalent material takes its
turn in the center position.

• A sequence of 15 images6 where one of the Lung Inhale inserts takes a turn in every
position of the phantom.

• A sequence of 15 images where one of the Bone 200 insert takes a turn in every
position of the phantom7.

• A sequence of 16 images where the Cortical Bone insert takes a turn in every
position of the phantom 8.

The 120 kV series were acquired with SECT protocols on all three scanners. The 80 and
140 kV series were acquired with a DECT protocol on the Siemens scanner, but since
DECT protocols on the GE scanner does not reconstruct the 80 and 140 kV images used
as input in the Hünemohr method, they had to be acquired with two seperate SECT
protocols on the GE scanner. A 80/140 kV DECT protocol was still used, however, in
order to acquire the EAN-images.

The Lung Inhale, Bone 200 and Cortical Bone inserts were chosen to move around
within the phantom since they represent materials with low, medium and high EAN and
mass density. Whenever an insert was moved to a new position the water vial insert
was placed in its original position. All scans were made in helical mode, and no dose-
reduction algorithms were used. On the Philips scanner I acquired images at 120 kV of
the inserts in the center position and those along the vertical and horizontal axis (i.e.
beginning at 12 o’clock and skipping every other position), resulting in a reduced set of
34 different configurations. I used a thorax protocol for the Philips scanner and abdomen
protocols for the other two, as recommended to me by my supervisor who deemed them
to be similar enough for my purposes.

6Note that images of two of the positions have already been acquired in the recommended setup and
the setup with the material in the center position, which explain why only 15 additional acquisitions are
needed to cover all 17 positions.

7See Footnote 6.
8The Cortical Bone insert is not included in the recommended setup, which explains the need to

acquire 16 additional instead of 15.
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3.2. Image analysis

Most of the image analysis was performed in the in-house developed software Mice Toolkit
[39]. Since MICE does not support RGB photometric interpretation, the GSI Viewer
module of GE’s AW Server platform was used to analyse the EAN images generated by
the GE scanner [40, 41].

A mice workflow was designed that singles out an image in the middle of the scan
length, places two region of interests (ROIs) over each of the 17 inserts and exports the
mean, maximum, minimum and standard deviation of the CT number in each ROI to a
Microsoft Excel table. The two ROIs are concentric discs, one 20 mm in diameter and
the other 7 mm in diameter, where the smaller one is made to accommodate the ICRU
Cortical Bone insert. The ROI size was chosen to cover as much area of the insert cross-
section as possible while at the same time ensuring that a small off-set in the phantom
positioning would not result in the ROI partially ending up outside of the insert9. An
example showcasing the two different ROIs is pictured in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Example of the two different ROI sizes used in the image analysis. For the
ICRU cortical bone insert (in the center position of this setup), which consist of a small
tissue equivalent core surrounded by Plastic Water-LR, the original ROI has been replaced
with a smaller one to get a correct read-out.

In GSI Viewer there is no way to automate or batch process multiple scans, meaning
that drawing the ROIs and tabulating the ROI statistics had to be done manually for
each ROI and setup. Due to its time consuming nature I only collected statistics for a
small subset of the inserts in the EAN images.

9The margin might seem alarmingly small for the 7 mm ROI and the Cortical Bone insert, but that
insert type features only once at each position in the phantom and it was used as the basis on top of
which the ROIs were all drawn, thus ensuring a perfect fit.
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3.3. Data analysis

Microsoft Excel was used for all data analysis and calculations. A unique ID-number was
assigned for each setup and insert combination, making it possible to divide the data into
smaller subsets based on setup, insert type, insert position, head and Body phantom. I
also used the ID-number to ensure that the ICRU Cortical Bone insert was associated
with the statistics from the small ROI, and not the large.A proton energy of 100 MeV
was used for all SPR calculations.

Among the many methods suggested in the literature I made the choice to use the method
presented in Hünemohr et al. #1 [31] as the DECT based tissue characterisation method
to be compared to the standard set by the stoichiometric calibration. I chose it because
the method is simple to implement and, according to the findings of Bär et al. [10],
perform on par with other suggested methods.

3.4. The stoichiometric calibration

The stoichiometric calibration was performed on all three scanners using the images
acquired at 120 kV. Since not enough Plastic Water-LR inserts to fill the other 16 holes
in the phantom were available, it was never an option to measure the tissue equivalent
inserts one-by-one in the center position. Instead, measurements were used from the
recommended setup, together with the measurements of the Bone 1250 mg/cc HA insert,
and the ICRU Cortical Bone insert from the two setups with those inserts positioned at
the center of the phantom.

In step two of the calibration, the values Zeff,w = 7.464 and ρe,w = 3.342 were used in
the Martinez one-parameter model (Equation (4)). These values were calculated for pure
water with Equation (5) and 7, respectively.

In step three of the calibration, the set of theoretical materials presented in the works
of Woodard and Withe [24] and Withe et al.[25] was used, as it is the one used by the
University clinics. Theoretical CT numbers were calculated for the set of materials with
Equation 4. To calculate the I-values, the elemental I-values presented in ICRU report
37, the "1.13 rule" and Bragg’s additivity rule (Equation (10)) were used. The SPRs
were calculated with Equation (9).

In step four of the calibration, a global piecewise linear fit of the scatter-plot was made
between the CT numbers and the calculated SPRs. The Microsoft Excel optimisation
tool Solver [42] was used to minimise Equation (11).

3.5. The Hünemohr method for extracting EAN and RED

The method suggested in Hünemohr et al. #1 [31], from here on referred to as the
Hünemohr method, was used to calculate the EAN and the RED from the 80 and 140
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kV images acquired with the GE and Siemens scanners. The constants ce and de were
determined by putting the measured CT numbers of the Adipose insert in Equation (12)
and 13, and then solving for the constants. The measurements were taken from the setup
with, and of, the Adipose insert placed in the center position of the phantom. The EAN
was then calculated with Equation (13) and RED with Equation (12).

The I-value was calculated with Equation (14). The constants a and b, which are not
scanner specific, were set to the values reported in Hünemohr et al. #1:

a = 0.125, b = 3.37 for tissues with Zeff ≤ 8.5

a = 0.098, b = 3.376 for tissues with Zeff > 8.5.
(15)

Then the SPR was calculated with Equation (9).

3.6. Comparing the Hünemohr method to the Stoichiometric calibra-
tion method

The ability to accurately determine SPR was judged by comparing the mean residuals
for different data subsets:

δ =

N∑
i=1

SPRi − SPRref
N

, (16)

where SPRi is the measured mean SPR of the i:th ROI in the data set, SPRref is the
SPR calculated from the data given by the manufacturer (taken as the ground truth),
and N is the number of ROIs included in the data set.

An analysis of the uncertainty in the mean SPR associated with the mean CT number
of a ROI is given in Appendix B, where expressions for the standard deviations for both
the Stoichiometric calibration method and the Hünemohr method are derived using the
error propagation formula. The pooled standard deviation:

SDpool =

√√√√∑N
i=1(ni − 1)SDSPR,i∑N

i=1(ni − 1)
, (17)

and the standard error
SE =

SDpool√
N

, (18)

were used used to estimate the uncertainty of one new measurement and an infinite num-
ber of measurements, respectively. In more clinical terms, the pooled standard deviation
inform us on what to expect for the next patient, while the standard error inform us on
what to expect on average for all patients over time.
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4. Results

This section begins with a comparison of the Stoichiometric calibration for all three scan-
ners, followed by a comparison of the Hünemohr method to the Stoichiometric calibration
for the two DECT scanners, and at the end a comparison of the EAN-images generated
by the GE Revolution CT to the EAN derived with the Hünemohr method. The results
are for the most part presented as graphs, comparing the mean SPR residuals, the pooled
standard deviation and the standard error between different sets of data.

4.1. The Stoichiometric Calibration

A comparison between the Stoichiometric calibration of the Philips, Siemens and GE
scanners, and the actual calibration of the Philips scanner currently used at NUS, is
given in Table 2. The table lists the stoichiometric calibration constant α and the RMSE
(multiplied with one thousand to make the values easier to compare) between the mea-
sured SPR, given by the obtained LUT, and the SPR calculated with Equation (9)
(referred to as the reference SPR from here on). As can be seen, a slightly lower RMSE
was achieved on all three scanners compared to the original calibration of the Philips
scanner.

Table 2. The calibration constant α from Martinez adaptation [19] of Schneider’s
stoichiometric calibration method [12], and the RMSE of the SPRs. The RMSE has been
multiplied with a factor of one thousand with the purpose of making the values easier to
compare). Philips (old) refers to the original stoichiometric calibration carried out at
NUS.

Modality α RMSEx1000

Philips (old) 0.951 5.05
Philips (new) 0.951 4.81
Siemens 0.951 4.82
GE 0.950 4.92

A comparison of the mean residuals between the three scanners is presented for the lung
and soft tissue inserts in Figure 3 and 4, and for bone tissue inserts in Figure 5 and
6. The thin bars in the graphs indicate the range of ±2 standard deviations and ±2
standard errors, for the first and second graph of each pair, respectively.
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Figure 3. The mean SPR residual, determined with the Stoichiometric calibration
method, for the lung and soft tissue inserts. The thin bars indicate the range of ±2
standard errors.

Figure 4. The mean SPR residual, determined with the Stoichiometric calibration
method, for the lung and soft tissue inserts. The thin bars indicate the range of ±2
pooled standard deviations.
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Figure 5. The mean SPR residual, determined with the Stoichiometric calibration
method, for the bone tissue inserts. The thin bars indicate the range of ±2 standard
errors.

Figure 6. The mean SPR residual, determined with the Stoichiometric calibration
method, for the bone tissue inserts. The thin bars indicate the range of ±2 pooled standard
deviations.
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4.2. The Stoichiometric calibration compared to the Hünemohr method

A comparison between the two DECT scanners and methods, of the mean SPR residuals
for the lung and soft tissue inserts, is presented in Figure 7 and 8. Similar graphs are
presented for the bone tissue inserts in Figure 9 and 10. The thin bars that have been
added to the graphs indicate either the range of ±2 standard errors or ±2 standard
deviations.

Figure 7. The mean SPR residual, for each insert type in the lung and soft tissue range,
compared between the two scanners and methods. The thin bars indicate the range of ±2
standard errors.
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Figure 8. The mean SPR residual, for each insert type in the lung and soft tissue range,
compared between the two scanners and methods. The thin bars indicate the range of ±2
standard deviations.
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Figure 9. The mean SPR residual, for each insert type in the bone tissue range, compared
between the two scanners and methods. The thin bars indicate the range of ±2 standard
error.
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Figure 10. The mean SPR residual, for each insert type in the bone tissue range,
compared between the two scanners and methods. The thin bars indicate the range of ±2
standard deviations.

Below follows a series of graphs comparing the mean SPR residuals between the two
DECT scanners and methods for different data sets. In Figure 11, 12 and 13 the data
sets are constrained to one measurement from each of the 17 possible positions in the
phantom, and to one insert type (the Bone 200, Cortical Bone and Lung Inhale insert,
respectively) .

In Figure 14, 15 and 16 the mean SPR residual is averaged over all insert types for: the
complete data set; a subset excluding lung tissue inserts; and a subset constrained to
soft tissue, excluding the lung and bone tissue inserts.
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Figure 11. The mean SPR residual for the data set constrained to the Lung Inhale insert
and one measurement from each of the 17 possible positions in the phantom. The graph
also contains subsets constrained to the Head and Body phantom. The thin bars indicate
the range of ±2 standard errors.

Figure 12. The mean SPR residual for the data set constrained to the Bone 200 insert
and one measurement from each of the 17 possible positions in the phantom. The graph
contains subsets constrained to the Head and Body phantom. The thin bars indicate the
range of ±2 standard errors.
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Figure 13. The mean SPR residual for the data set constrained to the Cortical Bone
insert and one measurement from each of the 17 possible positions in the phantom. The
graph contains subsets constrained to the Head and Body phantom. The thin bars indicate
the range of ±2 standard deviations.

Figure 14. The mean SPR residual, averaged over all insert types. The graph contains
subsets constrained to the Head and Body phantom. The thin bars indicate the range of
±2 standard deviations.
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Figure 15. The mean SPR residual, averaged over a data set excluding the lung tissue
inserts. The graph contains subsets constrained to the Head and Body phantom. The thin
bars indicate the range of ±2 standard deviations.

Figure 16. The mean SPR residual, averaged over a data set excluding the lung tissue
and bone inserts. The graph contains subsets constrained to the Head and Body phantom.
The thin bars indicate the range of ±2 standard deviations.
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4.3. The EAN-images compared to the Hünemohr method

In Figure 17, the mean EAN residual is compared between the two DECT scanners. The
graph includes both the residuals obtained with the Hünemohr method, and those from
the EAN-images generated by the GE scanner. The measurements were all taken from
the setups with the inserts placed in the center position of the phantom.

Figure 17. The mean EAN residual for each insert type. The adipose insert was used to
calibrate the Hünemohr model, which explains the zero residual for that insert type. For
the lung inserts, the situation is the opposite: the EAN-images yield no values for the two
lung tissue inserts which is why no residuals are displayed in the graph, it does not mean
it was a perfect match.
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5. Discussion

This chapter begins with some comments about the Stoichiometric calibration; then the
comparison between the Hünemohr method and the Stoichiometric calibration; and then
the comparison of the EAN-images generated by the GE Revolution CT to the Hünemohr
method. After that I will discuss some of my personal thoughts and suggestions on how
to move forward from here.

5.1. The Stoichiometric calibration method

As seen in Table 2, the obtained RMSE was slightly lower on all three scanners compared
to the original calibration. The difference is so small, however, that it is hard to imagine
that it would lead to an actual improvement if implemented clinically. I suspect that this,
albeit small, improvement is a result of my use of the Solver optimisation tool instead of
the Excel function Goal seek, which was used for the original calibration at NUS. While
the Solver can take multiple variable inputs, the Goal seek function takes only one and
as such must be applied to each node of the LUT one at a time. The small difference in
the RMSE indicate that the Stoichiometric calibration performs equally well on all three
scannners.

This is further supported by Figure 3-6 where it is shown that the scanners follow each
other in their general behaviour. For the lung tissue, soft tissue and Bone 200 inserts,
there is an overlap in the ±2 standard error ranges, which mean that the differences
observed in the mean SPR residuals between the three scanners are not large enough to
be statistically significant. The residuals are, though, significantly different from zero
(except in the case of the Siemens scanner and the Muscle insert) which means that
the Stocihiometric calibration method in general will overestimate (or in the case of the
Muscle and Liver inserts, underestimate) the SPR. Even though that statement is valid
in general over all future measurements, no such prediction can be made specifically for
the next sample of the lung tissue and soft tissue inserts, as can be seen from the ±2
pooled standard deviation ranges.

Figure 5 and 6 suggest that the GE scanners tends to overestimate the SPR more than
the other two scanners for the high density bone inserts, even though the difference is
significant only for the Bone 800 insert. However, while the residuals are averaged over
more than a 100 measurements for the Bone 800 inserts, there are only 17 measurements
of the Cortical Bone insert and just a single one of the Bone 1250 insert. It does not
seem unreasonable to assume that with more measurements, the differences in the mean
SPR residuals would turn out to be significant for those two insert types as well.
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5.2. The Stoichiometric calibration compared to the Hünemohr method

As seen in Figure 7 and 8, the mean SPR residuals obtained with the Hünemohr method
does not significantly deviate from zero in the soft tissue range. The residuals indicate
that the Hünemohr method is more accurate for the Adipose and Breast inserts, and
roughly as accurate for the Muscle and Liver inserts, but the differences are not signifi-
cant. The accuracy in the lung tissue range appears to increase for the Siemens scanner
with the Hünemohr method, as the residuals are significantly smaller than for the Stoi-
chiometric method. The same is true on the GE scanner for the Lung Exhale insert, but
not the Lung Inhale insert.

As seen in Figure 9 and 10, there is a notable difference between the GE scanner and
the Siemens scanner for the high density bone inserts. For the Siemens scanner, the
differences in mean SPR residuals between the two methods are noticeably smaller than
for the GE scanner. In fact, for the Bone 800 insert the accuracy is actually improved
on the Siemens scanner with the Hünemohr method, while it is significantly worse on the
GE scanner.

Clearly seen in all four figures is how the noise (uncertainty) is amplified with the
Hünemohr method. It is well documented within the literature that DECT are inherently
noisier than SECT, and the observed amplification might be due to that rather than an
effect of the Hünemohr method.

While the residuals, at least in the soft tissue range, are close to those reported in the
literature, the uncertainty is larger. I think the cause for this might be that, while the
protocols and measurements described in the literature are optimised for phantom mea-
surements, those used in this study were designed to recreate actual clinical conditions
(low doses, extending the phantom in the scan direction, helical scan). Also, the pro-
tocols used in this study are optimised for diagnostic purposes for which much more
consideration must be given to the dose delivered to the patient. For a DECT protocol
intended for proton therapy treatment planning the delivered dose could be increased in
order to reduce the noise, since it will just be a small fraction of the total therapeutic
dose.

Figure 11, 12 and 13 indicate that whether the measurement is made in the Head phantom
or the Body phantom (i.e. how far out from the center of the scanner the measurement
is made) is an important factor only in the lung tissue range. This is further supported
by Figure 14, 15 and 16. A clear difference can be observed between the mean SPR
residuals of the Head and Body phantom when averaged over all insert types. However,
when the lung tissue inserts are excluded, the variation vanishes.

Throughout these graphs a curious trend can be observed. On the Siemens scanner the
accuracy appears to be improved with the Hünemohr method, as the residuals are smaller
compared to those of the Stoichiometric calibration method, while the opposite is true
on the GE scanner. These differences are not statistically significant, but the consistency
over the different data sets is suggestive and puzzling. Why would the Hünemohr behave
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differently for the two scanners?

Possibly related to this is the question of how sensitive the Hünemohr method is to
the choice of calibration material? Before settling on the Adipose insert I tested three
different calibration materials, and compared the RMSE of the EAN and the RED for
three different setups. The other two materials I tested were the Breast and the Muscle
inserts, and the setups were those with the Muscle, Breast and Bone 200 insert placed
in the center of the phantom. In the end I chose the Adipose insert as it resulted in
the lowest RMSE for most of the data subsets I tested, but not for all of them, and
sometimes the insert that resulted in the lowest RMSE for the EAN did not do the same
for the RED. This in turn raises another question: which quantity, the EAN or RED, is
the most important to determine accurately?

5.3. The EAN-images compared to the Hünemohr method

From Figure 17, it would seems like the GE Revolution performs slightly better than the
Siemens SOMATOM Definition Flash in the soft tissue range, markedly better for the
lung inserts, and worse in the high density range. Compared to the Hünemohr method
the EAN-images produced by the GE Revolution seem to perform well in the high density
range, but not as good for soft tissue and yields no values at all for the lung inserts (which
is why they don’t show up in the graph, it should not be read as a zero percent error).
However, in the case of the Adipose insert the errors really are zero, which is explained
since it was the insert used to calibrate the Hünemohr method.

The problem with this is that, due to circumstances I will discuss later in this section,
I don’t have the standard deviation data for the EAN-images generated by the GE
scanner and thus it is not possible to say whether any of these differences are statistically
significant.

5.4. General comments and suggestions for further studies

I did not expect the standard deviation of my measurements to be so large. As stated
earlier, the uncertainties of my measurements are greater than the ones reported in
the literature. I am not sure why, and feel it is something that needs to be investigated
further. Where does this uncertainty come from? Is the Hünemohr method that sensitive
to the choice of calibration material? Is it scanner related? Does it stem from somewhere
in the scan protocols I used? These questions all need to be answered before the method
can even be considered for clinical use.

And while discussing implementing this at the clinic, another thing to consider is that
in this study I have applied the methods on CT numbers averaged over ROIs containing
a lot of voxels, but in a clinical application they would have to be applied to each voxel.
For the Stoichiometric calibration this is not much of a problem as the CT numbers are
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scaled linearly into SPRs (except at the nodes of the LUT) and so taking the average
before or after should not matter for the final result. For the Hünemohr method, and any
other DECT method considered, one should investigate what happens in this scenario. In
Bär et al. [10] this is done by testing the methods in a simulated patientlike environment,
and I think this is something that should be a part in any future studies.

Future studies should also consider the other image based methods mentioned in Bär et
al. [10]. As I worked under a strict deadline that was drawing ever closer, I chose to test
the Hünemohr method in part based on how easy it was to implement, but my ambition
was always to test at least two different DECT methods. I had my eyes on the methods
proposed by Landry et al. [29] and Bourque [33], but I ran out of time before I could
successfully implement them.

One possible problem with the image based methods is that they require CT numbers
from the low and high energy images as input, but those images are not always available.
The GE Revolution CT, for example, bypasses these images and instead produces a pair
of water(iodine)- and iodine(water)- density images from which other types of images can
be derived (as explained in 2.6). The data is there, though, and it seems like it would
be a simple thing to add the option to reconstruct the traditional low and high energy
images for DECT protocols.

Another factor to consider is the Monte Carlo-based treatment planning systems, which
according to Bär et al. is assumed to improve the accuracy of the treatment plan [10].
With computers continually growing more powerful, faster and cheaper, it seems like
it is just a matter of time before these will become viable for clinical use. I therefore
suggest that it might be prudent to plan ahead and that future studies should gravitate
to methods that are compatible with Monte Carlo simulation.

There is also the projection based methods recently proposed in the literature to consider.
According to the forthcoming report from AAPM [9], these methods are not as troubled
by noise or beam hardening effects (since the methods are applied on the projections
rather than the reconstructed images). Perhaps it is here that the true future of DECT
lies, and not in the image based methods? They might be harder to investigate, though,
as the projection data isn’t generally accessible to the user.

So why not just choose whatever method that is best suited for the intended scanner at
the clinic and go with that? Well, to begin with, we would want all the University clinics
to use the same method. But the clinics all have CT scanners of different models, and to
make them decide on one manufacturer and model would be hard and time consuming.
I think this might be one of the biggest hurdles to clear before any DECT based method
can be implemented clinically. The Stoichiometric method does not share this problem,
it is a universal method that can be applied to any CT scanner (at least for as long as
they still produce traditional SECT images, but I don’t see that changing anytime soon).

DECT, its potential for tissue characterisation as well as other applications of the tech-
nology, is a fascinating field of study and I predict we will see a lot of new developments
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in the near future.

As for my own work, my greatest regret is that I did not notice the large uncertainty
in my measurements earlier. Had I done so, I could have investigated which parameters
that influence the uncertainty the most, or switched out my protocols for something more
optimised for phantom measurements.

I also regret that I did not manage to test at least one more DECT based method for
tissue characterisation. I would also have liked to have more data sets of one insert type
to wander around all 17 positions in the phantom. In retrospect, the choice to use the
Lung Inhale and Bone 200 inserts for that type of data set was somewhat unfortunate.
When I chose which inserts to use I chose the Cortical Bone insert because it was the
insert with the highest density and EAN, the Lung Inhale insert as it had the lowest,
and Bone 200 as it was closest to the middle between them. I would very much like to
see the behaviour of something more squarely in the middle of the soft tissue range. In
the end it was a question of time as the scanning process was quite time consuming (for
the GE Revolution I had to wait close to 15 minutes between scanning each of the 57
setups so as not to overheat the x-ray tube).

Regarding my investigation into the EAN-images generated by the GE Revolution CT
I also regret that I did not collect more data. After recording the data presented in
Section 4.3 I exported what I though to be the full EAN-images from the AW-server for
later use, but when I examined them it turned out to be screen captures with no useful
information left in the voxels. By then the original data had been deleted from the server
and thereby the chance to reconstruct new EAN-images.
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6. Conclusions

So, did I find support for my hypothesis that DECT based methods for tissue characteri-
sation offer an improvement over the Stoichiometric calibration method? Did I determine
what level of accuracy and precision it is possible to achieve on the two DECT scanners
available at NUS? Well, no. Not really.

Is there potential here? Yes, I think so. The results presented in the literature are promis-
ing. But, the Hünemohr method is clearly more sensitive to noise than the Stoichiometric
calibration and it raises questions about the stability of the method. How dependent is
it on the choice of calibration material? The scan protocol used? The scanner itself?

It is clear that further studies are needed, and while there are questions about the
Hünemohr method that needs to answered, future studies should also consider: the
other methods presented in Bär et al [10]; projection based methods [9]; and Monte
Carlo-based TPSs.

DECT, its potential for tissue characterisation as well as other applications of the tech-
nology, is a fascinating field of study and I predict we will see a lot of new developments
in the near future.
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A. CIRS 062M - recommended setup

A.1. The CIRS 062M electron density phantom

The phantom is 5 cm thick. The Head phantom has a diameter of 18 cm and the
elliptical Body phantom has a diameter of 33 cm along the long axes, and 27 cm along
the short axes. A list of the different types of tissue equivalent inserts is given in Table
3, together with the density, RED and EAN of the insert. This data was provided by
the manufacturer of the phantom.

Table 3. The tissue equivalent inserts used with the CIRS062M phantom for the image
acquisitions.

Insert Density [g/cm3] RED Zeff

Lung (Inhale) 0.195 0.190633 6.816977
Lung (Exhale) 0.51 0.499213 7.458527
Adipose 0.96 0.949180 6.403251
Breast 0.991 0.975422 6.815284
Plastic Water-LR 1.029 0.998 7.434706
Muscle 1.062 1.041574 7.500077
Liver 1.072 1.049469 7.509103
Bone 200 mg/cc HA 1.161 1.115934 10.20665
Bone 800 mg/cc HA 1.53 1.449872 13.47133
Bone 1250 mg/cc HA 1.82 1.690385 14.52285
ICRU Cortical Bone 1.91 1.769307 13.53201
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A.2. Recommended insert setup

Figure 18. Schematic view of the CIRS062M calibration phantom with the insert plugs
positioned according to the setup recommended by the manufacturer.
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B. Uncertainty analysis

The propagation of uncertainty in a function f of several variables [x1, x2...xm] is given
by:

σ =

√(
δf

δx1

)2

σ2x1 +

(
δf

δx2

)2

σ2x2 + ...

(
δf

δxm

)2

σ2xm , (19)

where σ is the standard deviation of the function f , σx1 is the standard deviation of x1,
σx2 is the standard deviation of x2, and so forth.

The mean CT numbers extracted from the acquired CT images, as described in section 3,
are associated with uncertainties. Below follows, for both the Stoichiometric calibration
method and the Hünemohr method, an uncertainty analysis of how these uncertainties
propagate in the equations used to calculate the SPR.

B.1. The stoichiometric calibration method

The LUT used to determine the SPR in the Stoichiometric calibration method is a piece-
wise linear function, where each section can be expressed as:

SPR = k · CT +m, (20)

where k and m are constants. The propagation of the uncertainty associated with the
CT number in the above function is:

σSPR =

√
(kσCT )

2 . (21)

B.2. The Hünemohr method

The propagation of uncertainty in the Hünemohr method is somewhat more complicated,
and done in multiple steps. In the method, Equation (12) is used to determine the RED,
and the uncertainty associated with the CT number is given by:

σREDx
=

√( ce
1000

)2
σ2

CTx,l
+

(
(1− ce)
1000

)2

σ2
CTx,h

. (22)

Equation (13), which is used to determine the EAN in the Hünemohr method, depend
on both the RED and the CT numbers from the acquisitions at high and low energy.
The partial derivatives are given below:
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=
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Using the partial derivatives, the uncertainty in the EAN associated with the CT numbers
and the RED is given by:

σZeff,x
=

√(
δZ

eff,x

δREDx

)2

σ2
REDx

+

(
δZ

eff,x

δCT
x,l

)2

σ2CT
x,l

+

(
δZ

eff,x

δCT
x,h

)2

σ2CT
x,h
. (26)

In the Hünemohr method the SPR is calculated with Equation (9), which depends on the
RED and the I-value. By substituting the log Ix-term with Equation 14, the equation
can be rewritten as:

SPRx = REDx

A− (aZ
eff,x

+ b)

B
, (27)

where A and B are constants given by:

A = log (
2mec

2β2

(1− β2)
)− β2 and B = log (

2mec
2β2

1− β2
Iw)− β2. (28)

Using the σ2
RED

and σZeff,x
obtained with Equation (22) and 26, the uncertainty in the

SPR associated with the RED and EAN, and thereby the CT number, is given by:

σSPRx
=

√(
A− (aZ

eff,x
+ b)

B

)2

σ2
RED

+

(
REDx(−a)

B

)2

σ2
Zeff,x

. (29)
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